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“The Adventures of An Understudy” 
 Narrator (who is Rassendyll as the story is narrated from first 

person POV)  
 Sapt 
 Rassendyll 
 Princess Flavia  
 Marshal 
 Random people in the crowd (each to be played by a different 

actor) 
 Black Michael Attendant  

 
(The character king Rudolph is also played by the same actor as 
Rassendyll since they are meant to be look-alikes.)  
 
Rassendyll narrating- a bead of sweat trickles down my forehead. 
Colonel Sapt instructions are whirling inside my head as I try to 
not forget even the tiniest of detail. The cool morning air flowing 
in through the train window gives me some relief 
 
 *Sapt- your capital, my liege!) 
 I crane my neck to see the towers of a magnificent city through 
the window.  
 
*Sapt-Your Highness, you look like you’re going to be sick. Would 
you have me arrange to bring you a basin? *mockingly  



 
 
*Rassendyll- Why Colonel! I am to be King by noon. How do you 
expect one to be not antsy on such an occasion?) *exclaiming  
 
*Sapt- God willing we may be alive tonight *he makes a silent 
prayer 
  
Amen *Fritz adds  
 
*train stops and Sapt and Fritz get down  
Swallowing some bile that begins forming in my throat, I set my 
helmet firmly in place. Gripping my revolver in one hand I whisper 
a final prayer to God before I step down onto the platform.  
 
*the sound of bells and military marching band is heard.  
 
*Sapt smiles – Courage, young lad. All will be well!  
 
I feel Sapt’s hand slip into mine. I pull myself together at the last 
minute as we approach a group of officers who are awaiting me. 
*Sapt- The Marshal Strakencz. He is the most famous veteran of 
the Ruritanian army) *The Marshal enters wearing a military 
uniform and covered in medals  
 
*Marshal-Your Highness, the Duke has been afflicted with a 
sudden indisposition which made it impossible for him to come to 
the station. I apologize on his behalf.  



 
*Rassendyll-It’s alright, Marshal. I’m sure the Duke has plenty 
other matters to attend to. Shall we proceed?  
 
I breathe a sigh of relief, assured that no one suspects anything.  
 
*Marshal, Sapt and Rassendyll get on a horse and ride to the 
church.  
 
I see each house hung with red and covered with flags as we pass 
the streets of Strelsau. I try to look as confident as possible as the 
people shower me with blessings and cheers.  
 
*roses fall  
 
*Rassendyll-The red rose for the Elphbergs Marshal, 
 
 *Marshal nods  
 
Adrenaline is rushing through my veins. All my nervous energy 
from earlier is replaced by something more optimistic and 
energizing. Right now, I can almost believe that I am King.  
 
*They approach Black Michael’s quarter  
 
*Rassendyll- Why this change in our order Marshal?  
 
*Marshal-It is more prudent, Your Highness.  



*Rassendyll-Let those in front ride on. But you Colonel Sapt and 
my friends, wait here till I have ridden fifty yards. And see that no 
one is nearer to me. I will have my people see that their King 
places his trust in them.  
 
*Sapt, enjoying himself- do as the Royal Highness commands you! 
The King’s orders are meant to be obeyed.  
 
*Rassendyll-Am I not understood?  
I venture into the least decorated part of the city, alone. The walls 
might be bare in this part of the city but the crowd certainly isn’t. 
Their enthusiasm boosts up my confidence as I ride past their 
streets.  
 
*Old women- If he’s red, he’s right!  
 
 *Rassendyll takes off his helmet to reveal his hair  
 
*Various girls in the crowd-he looks paler than usual! 
 
 You’d look pale if you lived as he does! *sullenly  
 
He’s a bigger man than I thought! 

 

 
 



So, he has a good jaw under the beard after all!  

Oh my, the pictures of him aren’t handsome enough!  

Some, I spot in the crowd, receive me with silence and sullen looks. The 
image of their faces keeps back to my mind as we arrive at the church. 

 *He mounts off his horse  

My walk up the aisle is blurred as my own heart is beating too fast. 
When my vision finally focuses, I am aware of group of priests eagerly 
watching my every step. I know that the price of even the smallest 
mistake will be grave.  

*Princess Flavia enters 

 I spot King Rudolph’s fiancée the Princess Flavia. Her posture is 
graceful yet elegant and her soft eyes watch me as I say the King’s oath.  

*Black Michael is shocked as he sees Rassendyll  

I am aware of Black Michael’s dark eyes on me. He did not expect the 
King to show up. But the King has not shown up. I have.  

*the crown is placed on his head 

 I remember in great detail the events that lead me up to this day.  

*Rassendyll a week ago 

 It was in the woods that I first ran into him. My lookalike. King 
Rudolph.  

*The next day Rassendyll lies next to an unconscious Rudolph as Sapt 
tells him he will have to take the king’s place at the coronation  



I was well aware who had done it, though no one would believe me. I 
can see the look of pure disbelief on Black Michael’s face at the present 
moment, as he sees the crown of Ruritania on my head  

*Princess Flavia comes and stands by his side.  

*attendant- Her Royal Highness and bride to be of the King, Princess 
Flavia!  

* Princess Flavia curtsies 

 *Attendant- The Duke of Strelsau, Lord Black Michael! 

 *Black Michael comes forward and kisses the King’s hand, still in denial 
of his presence  

*Black Michael with a quivering voice- Your Highness, it’s an honor to 
be in your presence on this fine occasion. I’m certain you will make a 
prominent King. 

*Rassendyll, sarcastically - Thank you Duke. That means a lot, coming 
from my brother. I assure you I will try my best.  

The lovely princess and I stand side by side as the ambassadors come 
forward one after another. Her pale and regal face show no sign doubt 
that I am not her betrothed. 

 *they both enter the carriage *Princess Flavia- do you know Rudolph 
you look somehow different today. I can’t quite put my finger on what 
exactly.  

*Rassendyll- Ah, my dear princess you look so gorgeous that it takes my 
breath away. That’s why I must seem different. Also, nothing in my life 



has affected me more than this reception I have been greeted with 
today. I assure though, I haven’t changed a bit. 

 *princess Flavia, clearly blushing responds- I’ll take that as a 
compliment. Thank you, Your Highness.  

*Princess Flavia’s voice suddenly drops to a whisper and she gravely 
asks- Did you notice Michael today?  

*Rassendyll- Yes, he wasn’t quite enjoying himself 

 *Princess Flavia- Do be careful! You don’t- indeed you don’t- keep 
enough watch on him  

*Rassendyll, smirking in princess Flavia’s direction- I know that he 
wants what I’ve got. And perhaps also something I don’t possess yet, 
but hope to win someday.  

*the sound of guns and blowing trumpets is heard  

Holding princess Flavia’s hand, I ascend the marble stars that lead me 
to the royal palace. I stand, now the King, in the palace wondering how 
King Rudolph is doing. 

 

The Adventures of an Understudy is an adaptation of the work of Sir 
Anthony Hope Hawkins. Students of Grade 8 have worked as team to 
bring the above play together. All their research and project work in 
this assignment was driven by their initiative and enthusiasm to do 
something fun while learning a lot of things that were new 

 



 


